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When building the large-scale distributed decision control system based onmobile terminal devices (MTDs), electronic voting (E-
voting) is a necessary technique to settle the dispute among parties. Due to the inherent insecurity of Internet, it is difficult for
E-voting to attain complete fairness and robustness. In this study, we argue that Bitcoin blockchain offers better options for a more
practical E-voting. We first present a coin mixing-based E-voting system model, which can cut off the relationship between the
voter’s real identity and its Bitcoin address to achieve strong anonymity. Moreover, we devise a secret sharing-based E-voting
protocol, which can prevent voting number from being leaked ahead and further realize strong robustness. We establish the
probable security theory to prove its security. In addition, we use the experimental evaluation to demonstrate its efficiency.

1. Introduction

1.1.BackgroundandMotivation. Over the past two years, the
rapid development of mobile edge computing (MEC) gives
mobile terminal devices (MTDs) more computation and
communication resource [1, 2], which produces the prospect
of large-scale distributed decision control system based on
MTD. For example, with the portable service of MTD, the
medical intelligent diagnosis system allows multiple medical
teams to carry out the consultation at any time and any
place, which can effectively alleviate the burden of regional
healthcare system caused by the emergent disaster (e.g.,
COVID-19); as MTD becomes more widespread, the in-
telligent property management system encourages more
property owners to directly participate in community affairs,
which facilitates the reduction in management costs, as well
as the enhancement of management quality. It is widely
known that in the distributed decision control system,
settling the dispute among parties is an essential task. For
example, in the multidisciplinary team (MDT)-based di-
agnosis treatment model, doctors usually have a disagree-
ment in treatment plans for patients; in property

management, different owners usually have different pref-
erences, and among them, it is difficult to reach an agree-
ment. In this case, electronic voting (E-voting), as a common
means of settling such dispute (i.e., collecting the wish of
each individual to evaluate group overall preference), is a
necessary technique when building the large-scale distrib-
uted decision control system.

To improve the decision quality, besides the correctness
of ballot counts, E-voting still needs to ensure the secrecy of
ballots and protect the identity privacy of voters. Yet, due to
the inherent insecurity of the Internet, it is easy for attackers
to undermine the fairness of E-voting and leak the voters’
identity privacy. For example, at DEFCON 25, hackers can
easily invade the voting system to tamper with the data [3].
(is would pose a serious security risk to the whole dis-
tributed decision control system. (e advent of blockchain,
however, offers a new appealing option to support E-voting
service over the Internet [4]. It provides an opportunity to
design an E-voting system that satisfies the above require-
ments. For instance, the traceability of each transaction in
blockchain increases the feasibility of the verifiability for
voting results; with the transparency of transactions,
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blockchain-based E-voting would be equipped with the
open-audit ability; the tamper-resistant nature of blockchain
can effectively improve the voter confidence of voting; the
pay-per-use nature of blockchain service provides incentives
to encourage organizers to deploy voting service [5, 6]. It is
well known that Bitcoin, the most widely used electronic
cryptocurrency, owes its success to the fact that its online
trading platform is built on blockchain. In this, to help lower
costs, migrating traditional voting solutions to the Bitcoin
platform becomes more of a natural and practical choice.

(ere are, however, two challenges in the imple-
mentation of Bitcoin-enabled E-voting, particularly if we
also take into consideration the openness of decision control
system and the constantly evolving threat landscape.

(i) Anonymity. To eavesdrop on the identity privacy of
voters and further change their decisions to affect the
fairness of the vote, the attackers may guess the true
identities of transaction parties in blockchain. Bit-
coin allows the input or output address that is not
associated with user’s real identity to conduct a
transaction, but the sophisticated hackers can still
infer their identities through clustering analysis of
the transaction data. In this, Bitcoin is actually
pseudo-anonymous. To guarantee the anonymity of
the voter during voting process, although some
relevant schemes based on zero-knowledge proofs or
double envelope encryption have been proposed
[7, 8], identity privacy can still be leaked through
analyzing the voter-ballot relationship, once the
voting result is announced. (erefore, how to en-
hance anonymity to ensure fairness becomes our
first technical challenge.

(ii) Robustness. To pursue their own self-interest, even at
the expense of others, the unscrupulous candidate
would bypass the E-voting system to influence the
voting result. For example, to illegally gain more
voting rights, stakeholders can forge numerous
virtual voters; to induce voters to make nonobjective
judgments, attackers may eavesdrop and expose the
ballots that any candidate has received during the
voting process. Recently, there are more researches
for E-voting, but research on its robustness has long
been neglected. For example, Jason et al. utilize the
prepaid Bitcoin cards to serve as voting rights, but do
not give a secure way to distribute them [9]; Bistarelli
et al. introduce tokens as ballots, which can be
straightly voted for expected candidates at the cost of
the leakage of voting process information [10].
(erefore, E-voting for decision control system in-
cludes a mechanism to resist such misbehaved
candidate, which becomes our second technical
challenge.

1.2. Proposed Scheme. To provide a better electronic voting
service and address the above challenges, we propose a more
secure Bitcoin-enabled E-voting scheme termed as BEvote.
In contrast to existing similar work, BEvote attempt to

implement the functions is shown in Table 1. In particular, in
our scheme, we introduce a coin mixing-based system
model, in which Bitcoin is viewed as ballot and the buyer and
the seller in a transaction, respectively, represent the can-
didate and the voter. To achieve strong anonymity, we use
coin mixing technique to cut off the relationship between the
voter’s real identity and its Bitcoin address before voted, and
meantime, this anonymous address would be used in the
entire voting process. To reduce the cost and improve the
credibility, we use the Bitcoin blockchain to store voting data
and execute the preset condition. To keep the voting
numbers private during the whole voting process and thus
achieve strong robustness, we adopt the joint Shamir ran-
dom secret sharing technique, which can render the voting
rights to be safely distributed to each voter.

(e contributions of this study are regarded as the
following to be threefold:

(i) (e proposed BEvote abstracts a Bitcoin transaction
as the voting process. Meantime, coinmixing is used
to separate Bitcoin address from the real identity of
voter, to achieve strong anonymity.

(ii) We devise a secret sharing-based E-voting protocol
to realize the secure distribution of voting rights,
which can prevent voting number from being leaked
ahead.

(iii) We use security analysis to prove BEvote’s ano-
nymity and robustness. In addition, we conduct
comprehensive simulations to demonstrate its
efficiency.

(e remainder of this study is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces relevant background materials and the
related literature. Section 3 depicts the overall design of our
scheme and then points out what specific threats it would
face. Section 4 proposes a secure E-voting protocol to solve
them. Sections 5 and 6, respectively, carry out security
analysis and simulation evaluations. Section 7 summarizes
the study.

2. Background and Relevant Literature

2.1. Electronic Voting Problem definition. To make all parties
reach a consensus on important issues and take action to
maintain consistency, electronic voting (E-voting) follows
the principle that the minority is subordinate to the majority
and derives the results based on the choices of voters. As-
sume that there are m candidates C � C1, C2, . . . , Cm  and n

voters U � U1, U2, . . . , Un . E-Voting needs to implement
the function of n voters to choose one winner anonymously
among m candidates, where the criteria for this winner are to
gain at least k ballots. (e voting procedure V(C, U) can be
formalized as follows:

V(C, U) � f1( U) · f2(
C), (1)

where f1(
U) is used to vote on the candidates and f2(

C) is
used to collect ballots and generate statistics on them. Given
Ci ∈ C, when f2(Ci)> k, we have the winner Ci.
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(i) Anonymity. To protect the voters’ safety, their
identities should never be revealed throughout the
voting stage.

(ii) Validity. In the event that adversaries tend to
disguise their identity as system roles (e.g., voter or
candidate) in attempts to participate in voting,
there must be a mechanism to identify these forged
roles.

(iii) Robustness. In any case, the voters cannot hold
more voting rights than their own calculations
would deem necessary. (us, we need to prevent
the Sybil attack and ballot forgery.

(iv) Fairness. To guard against bias, whether the voters
or candidates, they cannot know ballot numbers
before the end.

(v) Receipt-free. To prevent ballot trafficking, the bribed
voters cannot prove to the candidate that they had
the right to vote in advance.

(vi) Verifiability. Considering that the sophisticated
attackers may tamper with the identity information
of candidates, the entire voting process could be
verified by any entity.

(vii) Scalability. With the scale of decision control sys-
tem enlarging day by day, both voter numbers and
candidate numbers should not be restricted by the
performance issues.

2.2. Related Work. In recent years, as the distributed de-
cision control system got more popular, the electronic
voting problem has become a research hot spot. So far,
several E-voting schemes have been proposed. For exam-
ple, Chaum et al. proposed an E-voting protocol, which
provided a secure transmission scheme for voting using
Web applications such as email [13]; Adida et al. proposed
an open-audit voting system that any willing observer can
audit the entire process [14]; and Chondros et al. utilized a
distributed subsystem to solve the single point of failure
problem of E-voting [15]. In addition, Veronique et al.
explained the verifiability notions of E-voting protocols
[16]. Nevertheless, Candidates may bribe voters, which
leads to collusion attacks, which is a sociological puzzle that
cannot be technically solved. Benaloh et al. proposed the
notion of receipt-free to comply with, which can prevent
collusion to some extent [17]. Due to the lack of a trusted
third party, the above schemes are difficult to realize the
efficiency and fairness of voting.

Since the birth of blockchain technology, its anonymity
and public verifiability have been proved to meet the need
of the secure multiparty computation scenario [18].
Meantime, E-voting requires multiple parties to make a
joint decision without revealing the privacy of voters and

ballots, which is a typical secure multiparty computation
scenario [19]. So far, there have been attempts to design the
E-voting schemes based on blockchain platforms, includ-
ing Ethereum and Zcash [20–23]. As is well known, the
supreme status of Bitcoin blockchain is hard to shake,
although other existing blockchain platforms have better
technical characteristics in certain aspects. (is is also the
main reason why the upper layer protocols such as the
Bitcoin lightning network that optimizes and enhances
Bitcoin’s performance and functions are still booming [24].
(erefore, this study mainly focuses on investing in Bit-
coin-enabled E-voting schemes.

Depending on whether the coin mixing is used, existing
Bitcoin-enabled E-voting protocols are classified as “with
coin mixing” or “without coin mixing.”

2.2.1. Bitcoin-Enabled E-Voting Schemes without Coin
Mixing. Zhao et al. earlier utilized Bitcoin blockchain to
design an E-voting protocol [7], which requires additional
stages to distribute secret random numbers through the
zero-knowledge proof algorithm zk-SNARKs. However, it
can only distribute random numbers for two candidates,
which results in the protocol only supporting 1-of-2 voting.
Besides, all voters need to construct a reveal transaction
before voting, which is exposed to the public. Because that
associates the ballots with the voter, the candidate can know
whether any voter has voted for him, which leads to the loss
of anonymity. Jason et al. proposed a kind of card that
contains prepaid Bitcoin addresses and corresponding
private keys, in which regulators can place the PBC in an
envelope when it is issued to ensure that it cannot be traced
back to voters [9]. Nevertheless, this way of distributing
physical objects runs counter to the original intention of
E-voting to save manpower and material costs. Moreover,
electronic virtual cards could be used, but failed to come up
with a plan that would guarantee the anonymous distri-
bution of cards. Furthermore, it cannot prevent dishonest
staff from disclosing information related to cards and voters,
and meet the requirements of voting anonymity. Adiputra
et al. proposed to combine Bitcoin blockchain and the
double envelope encryption technique for E-voting [8].
However, the public key to encrypt all the ballots generated
by the electoral commission can only guarantee the ano-
nymity of the voter during the voting process. Once the
electoral commission releases the private key, the voter and
the ballot would be associated. (us, this scheme has serious
anonymity issues. In addition, Bitcoins cannot be redeemed
even if the vote fails, so the robustness is poor. Besides, the
electronic commission equivalent to the supervisor of our
protocol is responsible for too many tasks, which leads to the
scheme being too centralized. Zhang et al. proposed the
chaintegrity protocol. It utilizes a blind signature to ensure
the anonymity and can only be used in permissioned chains
without transaction fees [25]. (e reason for this is that
prepaid transaction fees can be associated with the user’s
identity. In addition, the so-called platform-independent
feature is not established since it does not support per-
missionless blockchains, particularly Bitcoin. To sum up,

Table 1: Function comparison between BEvote and previous work.

[7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] BEvote
Strong anonymity N N N Y Y Y Y
Robustness Y Y N N Y N Y
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coin mixing is necessary for Bitcoin-enabled E-voting
scheme.

2.2.2. Bitcoin-Enabled E-Voting Schemes with Coin Mixing.
Bartolucci et al. designed a share-based blockchain voting
scheme called SHARVOT [11], which utilizes the circle
shuffle to obfuscate the relationship between the ballots and
the voter’s identity. However, considering that the size of the
transaction data in the Bitcoin protocol is limited, the P2SH
script corresponding to each unlock condition of the vote
commitment transaction needs to contain all the ballots
obtained by a candidate, which makes the multi-signature
used in the P2SH script have only 15 public key positions.
(is means that, after excluding the two required public key
positions, a maximum of 13 ballots can be placed, which
leads to a n< 13m limit between the maximum number of
voters n and the number of candidates m. It also limits the
maximum number of shares to reconstruct private key to 13.
(ese restrictions make SHARVOT unable to meet the re-
quirements of multiple candidates and multiple voters.
Takabatake et al. adopted Zerocoin to assist Bitcoin to
provide anonymity for voting, in which Zerocoin can be
used to obtain a zero-knowledge commitment before it can
be exchanged for a new Bitcoin address [12]. However, the
Zerocoin blockchain is not compatible with Bitcoin. Using
two kinds of blockchains would greatly increase the com-
plexity of actual operations. In addition, the ballots are
placed directly in the OP_RETURN field of the Bitcoin
output script. All the ballots need to be checked to count the
winners. (e efficiency is lower when the voting scale is
larger. Bistarelli et al. proposed an end-to-end Bitcoin voting
platform, which utilizes anonymous Kerberos to conceal the
relationship between the Voter’s identity and the Bitcoin
address, as well as uses tokens to represent the ballots [10].
Nevertheless, voters sending tokens directly to the candi-
dates through a public Bitcoin transaction would cause
severe consequences. Since all transactions cannot be
packaged into new blocks by miners at the same time, the
voters could know the current number of ballots of any
candidate by the number of tokens received. (e leakage of
the voting situation tremendously damages the fairness of
voting. In short, the above schemes are not applicable for the
large-scale distributed decision control system due to their
deficiency in anonymity and scalability.

3. Bitcoin-Enabled E-Voting Scheme

In this section, we introduce the system model and the
functionality of system components. Afterwards, we present
the potential threats faced by BEvote and defer their solu-
tions in Section 3. Table 2 lists the notations in our paper.

3.1. Motivation and Assumptions. We exploit the Bitcoin
blockchain platform for implementing voting. Both verifi-
ability and scalability requirements are considered as the
main limiting factors for electronic voting in large-scale
distributed decision control system. However, over time,
technology advances increase the feasibility of large-scale

E-voting solution. Along with the spreading of blockchain in
secure multiparty computation, researchers start to propose
the blockchain-enabled E-voting, where the digital trans-
action process is abstracted as one voting. In traditional
E-voting, it is hard to achieve high availability and open
verifiability simultaneously. Yet, by virtue of the traceability
in blockchain, they are readily available. Going a further
step, to allow more people to participate in voting and verify
results, Bitcoin blockchain, as a public trading platform with
daily business transaction of up to 500 million USD, is an
appealing option. In this, the scalability of E-voting could
also be ensured. In addition, the pay-per-use nature of
transaction service encourages the Bitcoin platform to
support voting service. Consequently, it is not only tech-
nically sound but also economically preferable to migrate
E-voting to Bitcoin blockchain platform.

We make a few assumptions to assist BEvote’s design,
part of which have already been supported by the current
blockchain technologies, while others can be satisfied
through existing research:

(1) We assume that the blockchain generates new blocks
at fixed intervals without forks.

(2) We assume that the data in the blockchain are always
public auditable, while the entire transaction history
can always be read. However, only if valid transac-
tions are submitted and the consensus is obtained the
blockchain can be written.

(3) We assume that no adversary can destroy the
blockchain’s proof of work consensus mechanism.
(is means that the data cannot be tampered with.

3.2. System Model. Although Bitcoin blockchain adopts the
pseudonym mechanism that tries to achieve exchange
anonymous security, the sophisticated attackers still alone
utilize the simple analysis technology to analyze all

Table 2: Notations used to describe the BEvote design.

Notation Description
Ui (e Voters
Cj (e Candidates
vi Ballots of Ui

(pui, pr)i (e public/private key pair of Voters
(PUj, PRj) (e public/private key pair of Candidates
(P, S) (e public/private key pair of secret sharing
si (e secret shares
pi (e public key share of si

G Basic point of elliptic curve
VoteTxi Voting transactions of Ui

WinTxj Winning transactions of Cj

RefundTxi Refund transactions of Ui

ABAi Anonymous Bitcoin addresses of Ui

AVL Anonymous voters list
IDCj

Identity number of Cj

info Identity information
Reg Registration
Enc Encryption
Sig Signature
T Timeout time
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transactions that are transparently recorded in any one of
the chain nodes, which could infer the true identities of
transaction parties. In this case, utilizing Bitcoin block-
chain directly cannot guarantee the strong anonymity of
E-voting. To solve such an issue, coin mixing becomes the
natural choice, providing a service that obfuscates the
ownership of Bitcoin to interrupt the interlinkage of
transaction parties. However, the traditional coin mixing
usually engages a set of chain nodes as middlemen and then
allows them to combine multiple transactions into one
transaction, which significantly affects its scalability,
considering Bitcoin’s maximum transaction size. Appar-
ently, it is not applicable for the large-scale E-voting sys-
tem, because on one hand the smaller size anonymous set
cannot support strong anonymity for E-voting and on the
other hand the large computation overhead degrades the
efficiency of voting. For this, we have proposed a scalable
coin mixing scheme [26, 27], which breaks down the
trading process into transferring stage and paying stage.
(e former deposits the transaction Bitcoins on a specified
middleman (termed as holdingMixer) and further cuts off
the link between these Bitcoins and the seller; the latter
specify another middleman (termed as PayingMixer) to
advance the Bitcoins to buyer and then pay back the Bit-
coins to this middleman after the mixing is over. In doing
so, we can not only improve the size of anonymous set but
also improve the execution efficiency, which can satisfy the
requirement of large-scale mixing Bitcoins. Based on it, we
embed such coin mixing into our E-voting scheme.

In Bitcoin-enabled E-voting, each voting can be ab-
stracted as a transaction, where the voter and candidate can
be viewed as the buyer and the seller, respectively. Moreover,
the voter requires two Mixers to interrupt its interlinkage
with the candidate before voting, which could facilitate
concealing the voter’s identity during the entire voting stage.
Furthermore, motivated by superior returns, abundant
chain nodes are willing to provide mixing service and serve
as Mixers. Meantime, to achieve flexibility, any system role is
allowed to enter or exit at any time. In this case, compared
with decentralization, a completely centralized structure is
more efficient, which could reduce the expense of man-
agement. Guided by these principles, as depicted in Figure 1,
we devise a three-tiered systemmodel based on coin mixing.
In data persistence tier, all the status information related to
voting (including the course and the result) would be
recorded in Bitcoin blockchain; in business tier, Voters,
Mixers, and Candidates, as partners, would be scheduled in a
fixed order so as to realize the voting task; in management
tier, all system roles should be centrally controlled with great
care.

(i) Supervisor provides functionality for validating each
requester’s qualifications, including Voter,
Can di date, and Mixer. It would maintain a
member list for each system role. Once monitoring
any bad behavior, it excludes this member from the
corresponding list. In addition, it also provides
Mixer recommendation service for Voters. Gen-
erally, it is authorized by the government.

(ii) Voter is the one that could obtain voting rights. (is
means that it can generate ballots and vote for its
desired candidates.

(iii) Candidate is the one who is voted. When the polls
close, the candidate with the most ballots wins.

(iv) Mixers provide functionality for concealing voters’
identities, in which holdingMixer is used to host the
voter’s Bitcoins, and trading Mixer is used to
transfer them to the specified candidate.

(v) Bitcoin blockchain is utilized as an infrastructure for
data storage. It would record all information re-
lating to the state of voting in an anonymous and
tamper-resistant manner.

Under the ideal network environment, the workflow of
BEvote can be stated as follows:

(i) Step 1. Registering: Each participant
(includingVoter,Mixer andCandidate) is required to
submit registration request to Supervisor. Only suc-
cessful registration can provide relevant functions.

(ii) Step 2. Confusing Voter’s identity: Each Voter has
two Bitcoin addresses: an original address that
contains Bitcoins and a brand new address without
Bitcoins. To mix its identity with others, it resorts to
Mixer’s mix coin strategy and further transfers
Bitcoins from the original address to the new ad-
dress without leaving a trace. (us, the new one is
anonymous.

(iii) Step 3. Generating ballots: Each Voter uses the
public key of Supervisor to encrypt the information
of Candidate to generate the ballot.

(iv) Step 4. Constructing voting transaction: Each Voter
utilizes the scripts in the Bitcoin protocol to con-
struct a voting transaction. (ere are two unlock
conditions for the transaction output: the one as-
sociated with ballots is performed by the Supervisor;
another is performed by the Voter itself after a
timeout.

(v) Step 5. Collecting ballots: (e Supervisor searches
the voting transactions in the Bitcoin blockchain
according to an anonymous Voter list, then decrypts
the ballots with its private key, and counts them. As
long as there is a Candidate who derives enough
ballots before the timeout, the voting is success.
Afterwards, Supervisor constructs the winning
transaction to collect all the ballots of the winner.
Meantime, those Voter without voting for the
winner need to construct a refund transaction to
unlock its corresponding transaction and redeem
Bitcoins. Conversely, if no candidate wins, the
voting fails. Each Voter unlocks its transaction and
redeems coins.

3.3. Voter’s Identity Confusion Strategy. To confuse its
identity in voting, the VoterUi needs to apply to both
Supervisor and Mixers for the coin mixing service so as to
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transfer its Bitcoins from original address OBAi to anonymous
addressABAi without any tracks. As is depicted in Figure 2, the
primary principle of coinmixing can be stated as follows: when
receiving mixing request, Supervisor randomly select two
Mixers with lower load and recommend them to Ui, in which
one is the hostingMixer and another is the payingMixer. First,
Ui constructs a transaction that transfers its Bitcoins from
OBAi to hostingMixer’s escrow address. Once confirming this
transaction, the hosting Mixer needs to reply with a voucher.
Second, Ui directly forwards this voucher to the paying Mixer
and requires it to construct a new transaction that transfers the
equal number of Bitcoins from this Mixer’s private address to
ABAi. At last, Supervisor gives Bitcoins back to the paying
Mixer so as to recover costs, after the task is finished. Looking
at the whole process, we can easily find a vulnerability that Ui’s
identity privacy would still be exposed when any Mixer col-
ludes with adversaries. In this, we introduce the group blind
signature and utilize its unlinkability feature to cut off the
interlinkage between these Mixers.

For each registered Mixeri, Superviser would assign a
group certificate vi � (yi + 1)1/e(modn) and an escrow ad-
dress to it, where e is a bilinear pair and yi denotes the proof
of ownership for Mixeri’s private address. Meantime, it
releases the Mixer list L � Mixer0, . . . ,Mixerm  on the
blockchain platform. In the following, we illustrate the group
blind signature-based coin mixing in detail.

Step 1: After Ui has registered successfully, it imme-
diately records the current time as T1. When receiving
the Mixers recommended by Superviser, it sends an
confusion parameter message M1 � 〈T4, T5〉 to the
paying Mixer on an anonymous channel, where T4 is
the deadline for Ui to provide the voucher and T5 is the
deadline for this Mixer to submit tx3.
Step 2: Once the paying Mixer accepts the messageM1, it
sends the message M2 � 〈Sig M1, nonce xb, M1, nonce〉
to Ui on the anonymous channel, where nonce is random
number and xb denotes the private key of the paying
Mixer.

Step 3: In the meantime, Ui sends an confusion pa-
rameter message M3 � <T2, T3 > to the hosting
Mixer, where T2 is the deadline for Ui to submit the
Bitcoin transaction tx2 and T3 is the deadline for Ui to
execute group blind signature.
Step 4: Once the hosting Mixer accepts the message

M3, it sends M4 � 〈Sig M3, hosting address, nonce ,
M3, hosting address, nonce〉 to Ui, where
hosting address denotes the escrow address of the
hosting Mixer and xa denotes the private key of the
hosting Mixer.
Step 5: When receiving M4, Ui constructs the transaction
tx2: Ui⟶ hostingMixer before the time point T2 and
transfers its Bitcoins from Ui’s original address OBAi to
the escrow address of the hosting Mixer. (en, it sends a
signatured message M5 � 〈Sig IDtx2

,Ownv 
yv

〉 by the
private key ofUi to the hostingMixer and expose it on the
blockchain platform, where Ownv is the proof of

③

Generate
ballots 

②Identity
mixing

①Register ①Register

④Voting

Supervisor

Holding mixer Paying mixer

Candidate1

Candidate2

...

Bitcoin blockchain

Blocki-2 Blocki-1 Blocki

...

Voter2

Management
Tier

Blocki+1 Blocki+2

⑤Collect ballots
Business 

Tier

Persistence 
Tier

Voter1

①Register

...

Figure 1: System model.

Original address

OBAi ABAi

Holding mixer Paying mixer

voteri

②Group
certificate
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②Group
certificate

③voucher (ABAi),
transfer BTCs

transfer 
BTCs

④Sig (voucher) ⑤voucher,
signature

Anonymous address

Figure 2: An example of identity confusion.
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ownership of the Ui to OBAi and yb denotes the public
key of the paying Mixer.
Step 6:When the hostingMixer receives themessage M5
through blockchain platform, it needs to complete the
following verifications: (1) whether the transaction
amount of tx2 is f, where f is the fixed denomination of
the transaction, and (2) whether Ownv has not been used.
Once M5 is validated, the hosting Mixer executes the
blind SKLOGLOG protocol and blind SKROOTLOG
protocol before the time point T3, and meantime, the
entire execution process would expose on the blockchain
platform. For the details, refer to Ref. [28]. (en, it sends
message M6 � 〈(tSKLOGLOG

i + eb), tSKROOTLOG
i (af)b〉 to

Ui and exposes it on the blockchain platform, where ti is
an arbitrary big value.
Step 7: After receiving the message M6, Ui calculates c1 �

SKLOGLOGl[α|z � gaα](m) and c2 � SKROOTLOGl [β|

z g � gβe](m) and further obtains the group blind sig-
nature (g,z,qr1,qr2) of the voucher ABAi,payingMixer,

nonce}, where qri is the quadratic residue in the refer-
enced protocol, g is the generator of the cyclic group, a is
the identity element of the cyclic group, and z is the group
member key.(en, it sends a message M7 � 〈M2, ABAi,

payingMixer,nonce}, 〈(g,z,c1, c2) to the paying Mixer
and publishes it on the blockchain platform before time
point T4.
Step 8: When the paying Mixer receives the message M7
through blockchain platform, it needs to complete the
following verifications: (1) whether (g, z, c1, c2) is the
group blind signature of ABAi, payingMixer, nonce ,
(2) whether M7 has not been used, (3) whether M2 is
equal to the agreement signature in Step 2, and (4)
whether M2 has not been used. When the verifications
are completed, the payingMixer constructs the exchange
transaction tx3: payingMixer⟶ Ui before the time
point T5 and transfers its Bitcoins from the private
address of the paying Mixer to the Ui’s anonymous
address ABAi.

Supervisor can regularly audit the confusion data
recorded on Bitcoin blockchain platform to detect the
malicious Mixers and punish them. For example, through
auditing the hosting Mixer’s commitment and tx2, the
lazy behavior is detected; through auditing the voucher of
the paying Mixer, the denial-of-service behavior is
detected.

3.4. Voting TransactionConstruction Strategy. In the Bitcoin
blockchain platform, the script is the common technique to
construct the voting transaction [29]. Generally speaking,
each transaction can contain multiple input scripts and
multiple output scripts, in which each input script is as-
sociated with the output script of the source transaction up
to coinbase transaction. In BEvote, we adopt the P2PKH
script and the M − N combined P2SH script. (e former
could provide the Check Lock Time Verify (CLTV) op-
erator. Its output script only stores the hash value of the
public key, and input script stores the public key for
verifying whether it matches the hash value. (e latter uses
a redeem script to store the public key of single or multiple
signatures. Assume to have N public keys, and at least M of
the public keys must be provided with a signature corre-
sponding to the unspent transaction output. Its input script
must give all the private keys and the serialized redeem
scripts.

We use an example to illustrate the voting transaction
construction. As is shown in Figure 3, there is a voting
transaction VoteTxi with a ballot. Its output is x Bitcoins,
and input address is the anonymous Bitcoin address ABAi.
(e output script is based on an OR operator. (is means
that the transaction output can be unlocked only if either of
the following conditions is satisfied.

Condition 1. is set to be performed by the Supervisor, and
the ballot is recorded in the P2SH script. When creating an
M − N combined P2SH UTXO, the user first needs to
generate a redeem script to store all public keys. In the
Bitcoin protocol, the PUSHDATA operation of the stack-
based language limits the maximum data to 520 bytes; hence,
the redeem script can only place up to 15 public keys under
this restriction. (e script form is as follows:

M〈PubKey1〉〈PubKeyN〉NOP CHECKMULTISIG.

(2)

(en, the HASH160 algorithm is used to generate a
20 byte long hash of this script and an output script is created
as follows:

OP HASH160 〈Hash of RedeemScript〉OP EQUAL.

(3)

Data can also be stored in the P2SH script, and the idle
public key bits in the redeem script are just replaced with
data. For example, if there are data Da ta1, Da ta2, the
redemption script form is as follows:

M〈PubKey1〉〈PubKeyN〉〈Data1〉〈Da ta2〉NOP CHECKMULTISIG. (4)

In BEvote, the redeem script RS corresponding to the
first unlock condition of VoteTxi output script contains the
public key PUs of Supervisor and stores the ballot vi. It can
be unlocked by the private key of Supervisor. (e form of
1 − 1 combination script is as follows:

1〈PUs〉〈vi〉1OP CHECKMULTISIG. (5)

(e output script stores the 20 byte long hash value of RS

calculated by HASH160 algorithm in the form:

OP HASH160〈Hash(RS)〉OP EQUAL. (6)

Security and Communication Networks 7



Condition 2. is added in the form of a time lock with the
P2PKH script. CLTV can regularly lock an output of a
transaction, instead of locking the entire transaction. After
using the CLTV operator in the transaction output, it can

limit the output to be unlocked only after a specified time.
For example, Alice transfers to Bob, usually using an output
script in the form of P2PKH:

OP DUPOP HASH160〈Hash of BobAs Public Key〉OP EQUALVERIFYOP CHECKSIG. (7)

CLTV is used to lock for a period of time; assuming
2months, the time can be set to the current block height
+8640 (block) or the current Unix epoch time +5184 000

(seconds). After the timeout, P2PKH transactions can be
unlocked by Bob using his own private key signature:

〈now + 2months〉

OP CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFYOP DROPOP DUPOP HASH160

〈Hash of Bob′s Public Key〉OP EQUALVERIFYOP CHECKSIG.

(8)

In BEvote, the P2PKH script of the second unlock
condition of VoteTxi output script contains the voter’s
public key pu, which is locked for a period of time using the

CLTV operator. After the timeout, the voter can use his
private key signature to unlock it. When locked for one day,
the form is as follows:

VoteTx2

Input x BTC

Output x BTC

A�er T

VoteTx1

Input x BTC

Output x BTC

A�er T

VoteTxn

Input x BTC

Output x BTC

A�er T

…
…

WinTx1

Input 1 x BTC

Output

Input a x BTC

……

Output x BTC

Input x BTC

RefundTx2

WinTxn

Input b x BTC

Output  (n-b+1)x BTC

Input n x BTC

……

…
…

Output x BTC

Input x BTC

RefundTx1

Output x BTC

Input x BTC

RefundTxn

…
…

Input 2 x BTC

ax BTC

pr1

PRs

PRs

PRs

PRs

PRs

pr2

prn

σ (U1)

σ (U1)

σ (U1)

σ (PUs)

σ (U2)

σ (U2)

vn

v2

v1

σ (PUs)

σ (Un)

σ (Un)

σ (PUs)
σ (Address S)

σ (Address S)

σ (U2)

σ (Un)

Figure 3: An example of voting transaction.
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〈now + 1day〉

OP CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFYOP DROPOP DUPOP HASH160

〈pu〉OP EQUALVERIFYOP CHECKSIG.

(9)

3.5. Potential 8reats. (e above strawman design would
face the following potential threats in real environments:

(i) Sybil attack: To illegally gain more voting rights,
attacker may generate multiple Bitcoin addresses to
forge Voters’s identities.

(ii) Premature leakage of ballots: With the opportunity
of generating ballots, the misbehaved insider of
Supervisor may expose the ballots when the voting
has not yet been closed.

To fix these threats and enhance its robust, we devise a
secure voting protocol in Section 4.

4. Secure E-Voting Protocol for BEvote

In this section, we describe a secure E-voting protocol to
defend against the above threats in BEvote.

4.1. AnOverview. To establish an efficient countermeasures,
we need to analyze the causes of these threats. First, the
openness of Bitcoin blockchain platform and its multi-ad-
dress allocation makes it possible for hackers to forge nu-
merous virtual V oters. In this case, increasing barriers to
entry would be effective to defend against the Sybil attack.
(us, adding an authentication function in E-voting pro-
tocol is necessary. Second, to avoid premature leakage of
ballots by Supervisor, the voting transaction only can be
unlocked by those winning candidates; i.e., they at least gain
k votes cast. (us, it is necessary to design a feasible en-
cryption policy for voting transaction.

Guiding by these principles, we first design an authen-
tication based on public key cryptography to prevent the
virtualVoters. Second, we introduce the joint Shamir random
secret sharing (joint-RSS) [30], which realizes the sharing of a
secret S to n participants, while any k ormore participants can
recover the secret S. It mainly contains the following steps:

(1) Each participant Ui chooses a secret a
(i)
0 and con-

structs a k − 1 order polynomial fi(x) � j

� 0k−1a
(i)
j xj � a

(i)
0 + a

(i)
1 x + a

(i)
2 x2 + · · · + a

(i)
k−1x

k− 1.
(2) Each participant Ui takes n numbers x1, x2, . . . , xn

and substitutes them into polynomials to get
s

(i)
j � fi(xj) (j ∈ [1, n]). (e participant remains
one of them and afterwards sends to the rest n − 1
participants.

(3) After Uj(j ∈ [1, n]) receiving s
(i)
j sent by the

remaining n − 1 participants Ui(i ∈ [1, n], i≠ j), it is
summed to get its share sj � 

n
i�1 s

(i)
j .

Any k or more participants can utilize the set of shares F

to recover the secret S through the Lagrange interpolation
formula S � j∈F(sji∈F,i≠j(i/(i − j))). By integrating these
techniques into the basic BEvote, we propose a secure

E-voting protocol, and Figure 4 shows its overall description.
Firstly, Voters, Mixers, and Candidates use public key
cryptography-based registration to realize the correct veri-
fication of their Bitcoin addresses. Secondly, Voter obtains
an anonymous address through the identity confusion
strategy. (irdly, with the anonymous address, Voter in
AVL executes joint Shamir random secret sharing to obtain
secret shares and generate ballots with them. Fourthly, Voter
constructs the voting transaction and broadcast it to the
Bitcoin blockchain platform. Fifthly, each Candidates
searches the voting transactions in blockchain according to
AVL and collects the secret shares stored in the ballots if
successfully decrypted them. If sufficient secret shares are
collected, a winning transaction is constructed; otherwise,
the Voter constructs a refund transaction.

4.2. Detailed Description of Proposed Protocol. (ere are five
steps in our proposed protocol. (e implementation details
can be stated as follows:

In step 1, Voters, Candidates, and Mixers, respectively,
make the registration to Supervisor.

(i) Each Voter submits the Bitcoin address BAi,
public key pui and identity information (including
identity signature) to Supervisor. After Supervisor
reviews the identity information and verifies that
the signature corresponds to BAi, it distributes a
Voter’s number and adds it to the private voter list.

(ii) Each Candidate submits the public key
PUj � PRj · G and identity information to
Supervisor, where PRj is its private key and G is
the basic point of elliptic curve. After being
reviewed by Supervisor, the candidate list is
constructed and published.

(iii) Each Mixer submits identity information to the
regulator, and then, Supervisor issues a group
certificate to it after it has passed the review.

In step 2, each Voter utilizes the identity confusion
strategy to obtain the anonymous address. (en, the
anonymous voter list is constructed.
In step 3, each Voter utilizes anonymous Bitcoin ad-
dresses to execute joint Shamir random secret sharing
in order to obtain secret shares.

(i) Voter selects a secret value a
(i)
0 to construct a k − 1

order polynomial fi(x) � 
k−1
j�0a

(i)
j xj.

(ii) Voter takes n numbers xj(j ∈ [1, n]) and substi-
tutes them with the polynomial. (en, the results
fi(xj) are sent to the remaining (n − 1)Voters.
EachVoter needs to sumup the n data received to get
the private key share sj � 

n
i�1 fi(xj)(i ∈ [1, n]). In
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order to construct the correct P2SH script to
broadcast the voting information, the public key
corresponding to this private key needs to be
calculated. (en, the public key share pj � sj · G

is calculated and sent it to other legitimate
Voters.

(iii) When receiving the remaining n − 1 public key
shares pi, a complete public key P � 

k
i�1 λpi �

S · G is constructed. Afterwards, each Voter utilizes
the public key of his supported candidate Cj to
encrypt the secret share si and IDCj

to generate the
ballot. For example, if a VoterUi votes for a
CandidateCj, the form of the ballot is
vi � EncPUj

(si ‖ IDCj
).

In step 4, we need to put the secret sharing share in the
ballot and change the first unlocking condition to secret
shared private key. (e redeem script RS of the first
unlock condition contains the secret shared public key
P and stores the ballot vi. It can be unlocked by utilizing
the corresponding secret shared private key signature.
(e form of this 1 − 1 combination script is as follows:

1〈P〉 〈vi〉1OP CHECKMULTISIG. (10)

In step 5, Candidates collect their own ballots to obtain
secret shared shares. (e CandidateCj queries for
VoteTxi on the blockchain according to the transaction
records of all addresses in AVL, checks the public ballot
vi in the P2SH script, and then tries to decrypt vi with
his private key PRj in turn. Successful decryption can
obtain the private key share si and the candidate
identity number IDCj

.
Depending on whether Candidate would collect
enough secret shares contained in the ballots before
timeout, there are two cases:

(i) Voting Success. If a CandidateCj successfully col-
lects k or more private key shares si, the secret
shared private key S � i∈F(sij∈F,j≠i(j/(j − i)))

can be reconstructed by the Lagrange interpolation
formula. (e Candidate can construct a winning
transaction WinTxj for each voting transaction or
use the output of multiple voting transactions as the
input of a winning transaction. S is used to sign each
input to unlock the first condition of the voting
transaction output script. All UTXOs are obtained in
n voting transactions. Other entities can verify that
the Can di date has obtained sufficient secret
shares, successfully reconstructed the private key,
and won the voting by querying the winning
transactions recorded in the blockchain. (e input
script of a winning transaction unlocks UTXO in the
form of P2SH in the voting transaction. A signature
of S and a serialized redeem script are required:
OP 0〈Sigs〉〈Serialized RedeemScript〉.

(ii) Voting Failed. If no Candidate gets enough valid
ballots to reconstruct the secret shared private key S,
the voting fails.(is voting protocol uses Bitcoin’s time
lock script to design a secure rollback mechanism.
Even in the event of a vote failure, the Bitcoins sub-
mitted by Voters can still be redeemed. All Voters get
Bitcoins back and vote again. Only when the time
exceeds T, the CLTV operator of the second unlock
condition would be invalidated. T denotes the agreed
voting timeout time before voting. It can prevent voters
from transferring Bitcoins before the failure. After that,
each Voter constructs a refund transaction RefundTxi

and returns n · x Bitcoins to the original anonymous
address ABAi. (is transaction input is the second
condition of the voting transaction output script and is
signed by the voter utilizing the private key.

Reg (pui, info)

Reg (PUj, info)

Reg (info)

Anonymous voter list

Step 1

Voter Candidate Mixer Supervisor

Group
certificate

Candidates list
Identity confusion

Execute joint-RSS, construct vi = EncPUj
 (si ‖ IDCj

).

VoteTxi

Get si

If success: WinTxi

If fail: RefundTxi

Blockchain

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Figure 4: Secure E-voting protocol for BEvote.
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5. Security Analysis

(is sectionmainly analyzes the effectiveness and robustness
of BEvote. In particular, we focus on proving its features of
validity, robustness, anonymity, fairness, verifiability, and
receipt-free.

Theorem 1. (validity). Only valid entities reviewed can
participate in the voting, which ensures the credibility of
results.

Proof. Before voting, Voters need to prove that they have
enough Bitcoin for voting, and Supervisors will check the
validity of the identity information of Voters, Can di dates,
and Mixers. Although valid Voters obtained the ABA

through the mix coin strategy while cutting off the physical
connection between ABA and the real identity, ABA will be
included in AVL. While in the pre-voting stage, only valid
Voters in AVL can perform joint-RSS to obtain private key
shares si to construct ballots. In the voting stage, only
transactions constructed with addresses in AVL are con-
sidered valid.

Theorem 2. (robustness). 8e system has certain fault tol-
erance to resist attacks and avoid errors.

Proof. Voters who have not passed the review will not
appear in doc missing and cannot participate in secret
sharing to obtain shares. So, it is impossible to construct a
valid ballot or launch an Sybil attack by generating
multiple Bitcoin addresses. Ballots that are not con-
structed in accordance with the protocol’s prescribed
format, as well as ballots constructed using counterfeit
shares, cannot reconstruct the key S. Hence, the ballots
will be considered invalid. Voters may use the same shared
secret to construct multiple ballots for the purpose of
more voting rights, but the openness of the Bitcoin
transaction script determines that such actions can be
found and held accountable.(is behavior also means that
the number of bytes in the transaction script will increase,
which will lead to an increase in transaction fees the
Voters need to pay, so that it will be suppressed to a certain
extent. (erefore, ballot forgery is in vain. In addition,
external adversaries may launch denial-of-service attacks
on system nodes to attempt to impact the voting process
and results, yet it will be prevented by Bitcoin’s distributed
peer-to-peer network. Meanwhile, external adversaries
will be spotted if they try to participate in voting by
disguising themselves as system characters since their
Bitcoin address has not been reviewed by Supervisor and
is not on the public list.

Theorem 3. (anonymity). Anonymity should be satisfied for
the purpose of protecting the privacy of voters.

Proof. (is e-voting protocol achieves the purpose of
sending and disclosing ballots by attaching voting data to
transaction scripts. During the mix coin phase, the entity
relationship between the anonymous Bitcoin address ABAi

and the voter Ui was severed. (erefore, after mix coin,
Voters are anonymous during the execution of secret
sharing and participation in Bitcoin transactions. At the
same time, the voucher exchange method between multiple
Mixers in the mix coin avoids the possibility of a single
Mixer leaking user information.

Theorem 4. (fairness). 8e decision of voters cannot be
influenced by the fairness of voting protocol.

Proof. Each Voter’s share of the private key si is only owned
by himself before voting and is different from each other.
(e secret share si and candidate number IDCj

in the ballot
are encrypted by the public key of the selected candidate
PUj, and only the supported Can di date Cj has the private
key PRj to decrypt the ballot vi. Due to the use of anonymous
Bitcoin addresses, Can di dates cannot associate ballots
with Voters’ true identities. (ese designs make it impos-
sible for Voters and Can di dates to know the current
election situation or influence the decision of Voters, which
ensures the fairness of voting.

Theorem 5. (verifiability). Any entities could verify the
voting process and the result even if the execution of protocol
has ended.

Proof. In our protocol, other entities can query the can-
didate list and anonymous voter list published by the reg-
ulator to verify the legitimacy of Voters and Can di dates.
During the voting stage, ballots are recorded in transactions,
and all transaction records are publicly available on the
Bitcoin blockchain. Only if the Can di date collects enough
secret shares to reconstruct the secret key, he can generate a
winning transaction and withdraw BTCs. Other entities
consult the transaction records stored in the blockchain, first
verify that the serialized redeem script matches the hash
value in UTXO, and then check whether the signature meets
the multi-signature unlocking condition to verify that the
Can di date has indeed enough ballots to reconstruct the
key and win the vote.

Theorem 6. (receipt-free). It means that the voting design
needs to ensure that ballots that could not be proved in
advance are sent by specific voters.

Proof. (is protocol cuts off the association between the
anonymous Bitcoin address and the real identity during the
mix coin phase; therefore, Voters cannot prove to a third
party in advance that they have the right to vote. Meanwhile,
during the voting stage, Voters need to execute joint-RSS to
obtain shares. (e share in the ballot is generated jointly by
random parameters sent by all Voters. (ere is no way to
prove to a third party that a specific ballot will be generated.
(ese measures make it impossible for Voters to provide
proof of voting to a third party in advance and guarantee the
protocol receipt-free.
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6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we mainly evaluate the efficiency of BEvote.
We first use the theoretical analysis to look at its compu-
tation and communication overhead. (en, we build the
simulation platform to perform extensive experiments.

6.1. 8eoretical Analysis. In BEvote, there are three key
stages to affect its efficiency, including confusing Voter’s
identity, generating ballots, and constructing voting trans-
action. Considering that BEvote utilizes the Bitcoin block-
chain platform as the storage infrastructure, the efficiency on
the third stage depends on the throughput of such block-
chain. It is widely known that the rapid development of
Bitcoin lightning network has significantly enhanced its
transaction speed [24], and thus, the performance evaluation
regarding the voting transaction construction is not nec-
essary. In this case, we focus on investigating the efficiencies
of the first two. When voters need to confuse their identities
or generate ballots, the main execution is the identity
confusion strategy and joint-RSS. (us, we, respectively,
evaluate their efficiencies [31].

(e Voter’s identity confusion strategy contains three
parts: Mixer registration, identity confusion, and confusion
audit. Considering that the modular multiplication opera-
tion m and the modular exponentiation operation M are two
time-consuming operations, we mainly focus on analyzing
the number of such operations in each part. Table 3 shows
the theoretical analysis results. Apparently, most of the
computational overhead is concentrated in the confusion
phase. (e reason is that both Voters and Mixers need to
calculate group blind signatures and RSA signatures.

We utilize the amount of data transmitted in the ballot
generation stage to estimate the communication complexity.
With regard to joint-RSS, each Voter is required to transmit
a bits to the rest n − 1 voters. Afterwards, each participant
calculates b bits pi � si · G and broadcasts it. As a result,
there are n · a(n − 1) bit transmission and n · b bit broadcast
overhead. (e communication overhead estimation is listed
in Table 4. (e b + a(n − 1) bit overhead is affordable for
each one, while the total n(b + a(n − 1)) bit overhead is
trivial to the current network.

6.2. Experimental Analysis. (e simulation utilizes the Java
language, with the help of the JPBC library to implement the
operations in the elliptic curve group and utilize multiple
threads to simulate multiple voters [32]. (e simulation
environment is Windows 10 64 bit operating system with i7-
8750H (@2.2GHz) CPU and 16GB memory. (e process of
program execution is that the user randomly constructs a
polynomial by taking random numbers, then substitutes n

numbers to evaluate the polynomial, and sends it to other
users. Each user sums all the values they receive as their
secret share. (e following experimental values are all av-
eraged after running 100 times in the Eclipse IDE [33].

To further proceed to investigate the execution time of
voter’s identity confusion, we, respectively, simulate the
modular multiplication and modular exponentiation

operations in each part. Figure 5 shows the simulation re-
sults. Since the computation complexity of modular expo-
nentiation is far greater than modular multiplication, the

Table 3: (eoretical execution overhead of voter’s identity
confusion.

Part Modular
multiplication

Modular
exponentiation

Mixer

registration 0 2n · M

Identity
confusion 4n · m 21n · M

Confusion audit 2n · m n · M

Table 4:(eoretical communication overhead of ballot generation.

Joint-RSS Broadcast Transmission Sum
Individual b a(n − 1) b + a(n − 1)

Total n · b n · a(n − 1) n(b + a(n − 1))

Multiplication

Mixer Registration
Identity Confusion
Confusion Audit
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Figure 5: Execution time of voter’s identity confusion.
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total execution time of identity confusion part is more than
ten times as much as Mixer registration and confusion
audit.

In addition, we consider the running time of ballot
collection with the number of Voters from 0 to 1000. (e
results are shown in Figure 6. Apparently, the time overhead
increases roughly linearly with the number of Voters. (e
computation time for the scale of thousands of Voters is less
than one minute, so the time overhead for the large-scale
system is within an acceptable range.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we propose a Bitcoin-based electronic
voting scheme with anonymity and robustness, which
abstracts a Bitcoin transaction as the voting process. Its
characteristics can be summarized as follows: firstly, we
design a coin mixing-based system model to achieve
strong anonymity; secondly, we devise a secret sharing-
based E-voting protocol to keep the voting numbers
private; and finally, we carry out security analysis and
experimental evaluations to demonstrate its efficiency
and robustness.

(ere are many directions in which this work can be
extended. (e first is to consider the low throughput and
high network delay of Bitcoin blockchain, which would
cause the scalable issue in regional collaborative medical
system. A promising solution is to directly utilize MEC
nodes to build a private blockchain towards E-voting, in-
stead of public blockchain. In this case, we can make this
blockchain to be more voting-compatible, with both scal-
ability and robustness. Another direction is to study the new
applications of E-voting, such as decision support or rec-
ommendation system [34–36].
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